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Job Description 
Project Manager (Employee Volunteering) 

(Job ref: V246) 
 

About Us 

Volunteering Matters has been leading UK volunteering in policy and practice for over 55 years. We 
develop and deliver effective volunteer-led solutions to some of the most significant challenges facing 
individuals and their communities today.  
 
We know, through years of successful work, that investing in people through the power of volunteering 
makes a tangible difference – improving health and wellbeing, building stronger more cohesive 
communities and achieving lasting results.  
 
Our vision is of a society where everyone can participate in their local community through volunteering and 
social action. And our mission is to invest in people through volunteering to reduce inequalities and 
isolation, improve health and well-being and so build a stronger more inclusive society.  
 
Volunteering Matters is a values-based organisation, our staff and volunteers are committed to our values. 
We demonstrate this through the way that we work and our commitment to providing high quality 
experiences for our volunteers, beneficiaries and partners.  
 
Our values are:  

-  We are honest and transparent  
-  We are collaborative  
-  We are ambitious  
-  We are innovative  
-  We are inclusive  
 
Volunteering Matters Project Manager (Employee Volunteering) 

Working primarily within National Programmes portfolio in our Delivery Department, the EV Project 
Manager is responsible for managing the effective and high-quality delivery of our volunteering services to 
a range of corporate clients. They are responsible for managing a flexible portfolio of client relationships, 
leading and also contributing to the delivery of services as agreed in our contracts, instructing Volunteer 
Managers within the team accordingly. 
 
The post holder is line managed by the EV Programme Manager, forming part of the EV management team 
and contributing to team leadership with the Programme Manager and Head of National Programmes. The 
role carries line management responsibilities with Volunteer Managers undertaking the delivery of EV 
services to our clients.  
 
Key duties include 

Effective, high-quality delivery of corporate volunteering services 

 To effectively manage a flexible portfolio of contracted client delivery  

 To be responsible for the effective, high-quality delivery of a range contracted and non-contracted 
volunteering activities with corporate clients, developing and adapting additional resources to 
facilitate delivery as required  

 To ensure all risk within contracted and non-contracted delivery is effectively managed and all 
compliance obligations are met (relating to external legislation and internal policies) 

 To lead all agreed monitoring, evaluation and reporting services with clients as part of their activity 
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Contract & Relationship management 

 To act as the client’s primary contact within Volunteering Matters, facilitating smooth and efficient 
engagement with all parts of our business as necessary 

 To lead negotiation with clients as appropriate on all aspects of their contracted and non-
contracted activity 

 
Business Development 

 To respond to enquiries from potential clients 

 To prepare proposals for new clients and ad hoc delivery 

 To lead renewal discussions with existing clients 
 
Administrative and financial management 

 To maintain up to date and high-quality records of client activity on all internal systems, including 
Charity Log, Raiser’s Edge and other purpose-built systems as required 

 To develop and maintain project budgets for clients within the portfolio, initiate swift payments to 
the schedule agreed with clients and that all invoices are paid, and contribute to internal financial 
reporting as required 

 To display leadership in contributing to the team’s collective internal reporting objectives 
 
Functional leadership within the team 

 To provide effective and supportive line management to Project Officers, allocating activity as 
required and regularly monitor the quality of their delivery 

 To liaise effectively with the Programme Manager and other Project Managers on the effective 
distribution of team resources in the fulfilling of client objectives and internal obligations  

 To take a lead on one or more cross-team EV issues, as agreed with your line manager 
 
The job description gives an outline of key duties and is not intended to be an exhaustive list of tasks. The 
postholder may be asked from time to time to take on other responsibilities as reasonable requested by 
their manager.  
 
Key experience, skills and attributes for the role 

1. Proven ability to provide supportive line management and to effectively organise the workload of 
team members  

2. Demonstrable experience of volunteer management and a proven ability to manage a portfolio of 
complex projects and programmes in a volunteering environment, including all quality assurance 
and risk management 

3. Ability to lead on all Health and Safety aspects of project and programme delivery 
4. Proven experience of effectively setting and managing delivery and team budgets  
5. Excellent organisational and reporting skills, including the maintenance of key project data  
6. Highly IT literate and comfortable using and maintaining a range of essential internal reporting 

systems, including Charity Log, Raiser’s Edge and other purpose-built systems as desirable  
7. Proven ability to develop relationships and to communicate effectively with external clients and 

colleagues across the business, to achieve the goals of the organisation 
8. Focus on client needs: Anticipate, understand, and respond to the needs of internal and external 

clients to meet or exceed their expectations within the organisational parameters  
9. Ability to work on own initiative and to inspire and enthuse others 
10. To hold recognised health and safety management qualification or be willing to undertake training 

 

Appointment to this position is subject to an enhanced disclosure check (DBS). Having a conviction will not 

necessarily cause a bar to employment. 


